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Author Correction: Towards 
symbiotic approaches 
between universities, sustainable 
development, and cities
Walter Leal Filho , Liliana Caughman , Maria Alzira Pimenta Dinis , 
Fernanda Frankenberger , Anabela Marisa Azul  & Amanda Lange Salvia 

Correction to: Scientific Reports https:// doi. org/ 10. 1038/ s41598- 022- 15717-2, published online 06 July 2022

The original version of this Article omitted an affiliation for the corresponding author Amanda Lange Salvia.

The correct affiliations are listed below:

Graduate Program in Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Passo Fundo, Campus I - BR 285, São 
José, Passo Fundo, RS, 99052-900, Brazil

European School of Sustainability Science and Research, Hamburg University of Applied Sciences, Ulmenliet 
20, D-21033, Hamburg, Germany

The original Article has been corrected.
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